Welcome to Growing 2 Learn Expo. We are so excited you could come and hear about
what we have learned. On this sheet, you will find guiding questions. Feel free to ask
students anything.
Greeters - Alexis and Davaion
Fieldwork- Dylan and Jordan
What are the parts of a plant? How do they help the plant?
What was your favorite fieldwork experience and why?
At Aaron’s Creek Farm, what type of machines do they use?
What did you learn at Food Lion?
What different fruits and vegetables did you try?
Where does most of our fruit come from?
What does organic mean?
Planting - Jena, Yasmin, and Malachi
What does a plant need in order to survive?
What is photosynthesis?
What is chlorophyll?
How do you root a plant?
What is a food chain? What is a producer?
Why is photosynthesis important?
Experiment - Anh and Kaniya
How did the earthworm experiment work?
What is independent variable?
What is the dependent variable?
What is the control?
What are the constants?
What do earthworms do for the soil?
Describe the light experiment.
What was your favorite part of the experiment? Why?
Construction - Tyler, Madison, and Anthony
Who helped you build the raised beds?
What do we wear for safety? Why?
What was your favorite part of building the beds?
What is perimeter?
What are the dimensions of our raised beds?
How did you figure out the perimeter?
What’s a diagonal? Why do we use them?

Community Helpers - Mackenzie and Kaitlyn
How were the community helpers important to the project?
What did VSU and Dr. B do with us?
What does Dr. B do at his university?
Who helped us rake leaves? How did it feel after you raked leaves?
What did Mr. Davidson do for us?
How did Home Depot help us?
What did Bluestone FFA teach us?
What group was your favorite? Why?
Garden Tour - Isaiah, Amelia, Taylor
What is planted in the garden?
How do you plant?
Tell me more about the drip irrigation. Why is it better than rain?
What are the 6 habits? How do you use them in the garden?
What is the favorite activity you have done in the garden? Why?

